Smoke™
2-Channel Wireless Alarm

Continuous display of maximum and minimum temperatures. Reminds you of your start temp, the peak temp during resting, or a high temp that was reached when you were away.

Press to set alarms. Alarm temps can be changed easily during use.

Counts transmission is on, flashes when transmission is received.

Receiver display updates every 15 seconds with live temperatures from both channels. Also shows the current Low/High alarm settings, and if the alarm is on or off.

Beeps and vibrates in alarm.

Turns Receiver on and mutes alarms. Also turns backlight on for 20 seconds.

Pro-Series High Temp Air Probe with Grate Clip (included)

Pro-Series High Temp Cooking Probe (included)

Both Low and High alarm settings are always visible.

Four alarm settings up to 90dB or sets mute.

Press to set alarms. Alarm temps can be changed easily during use.

Indicates transmission is on.

Indicates transmission is on, flashes when transmission is received.

Turns alarm function on or off for that channel.

Turns backlight on for 20 seconds. Light shuts off to preserve battery. Press again when needed.

Beeps and vibrates in alarm.

Receiver display updates every 15 seconds with live temperatures from both channels. Also shows the current Low/High alarm settings, and if the alarm is on or off.

Pro-Series High Temp Air Probe with Grate Clip (included)

Pro-Series High Temp Cooking Probe (included)

User Calibration
New from the factory your Smoke will read within ±1.8°F even after changing probes so you should never really need to use the CAL feature. However, you can fine-tune the calibration for accuracy better than ±1°F with an individual probe.

Wireless Pairing
From the factory your Smoke and receiver will come paired and ready for use. Access the sync mode to sync a replacement or add multiple receivers.
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